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Information from the Samoa quarantine service

March 2009.

Tick (√) its just as simple as that
One- collect your luggage

Two, -to the Red lane if you have
declared quarantine items

The speed and popularity
of air travel has increased the
chances of spreading pests and
diseases from other countries
into Samoa. These pests and diseases may be hitchhiking
on
goods that one is bringing into
Samoa. Quarantine officials at
Faleolo airport have noticed an
increase of non conformance in
the past two months. These passengers have either incomplete
documentations or no documentations at all for these regulated
articles such as meat, fruits,
vegetables and cut flowers to
name a few. Most surprisingly
some want to get away by making

Three-To the green lane if you
have nothing to declare

false declarations.

“We will work
together as a
team with
other
agencies for
the benefit
and safety of
our country.”

Credit is given to the watchful
and keen eyes of the inspectors
and X-ray machine at the Arrival Terminal Building. These
offenders were warned and the
goods were seized for destruction. SQS reminds travelers
that it is an offense to provide
insufficient information or information that is misleading or
untrue. Please ensure that you
declare all Quarantinable goods
on the arrival card and if in
doubt ask the Quarantine inspectors because that tick
counts.

Staff Corner.
It’s a new year and SQS staff are ready
to face yet another challenge. This time on the
sports ground. The staff looks forward to every
Friday for the rugby touch session after work.
Keeping the body fit is an important aspect of an
inspectors life. It helps maintain the fitness level
as SQS is an essential service and all its staff
members should be fit and active to attend to
any matter that arises anytime and anywhere
that requires Quarantine expertise.

SQS ready to prove themselves on the field.

